
Priory Ruskin PE at Home Week 1 

 

When undertaking exercise and the plans detailed below please ensure that all the latest Government 

Guidelines are adhered to in full. This is especially important if exercising away from the home. 

You don’t need a fitness suite or equipment to train and keep fit. To get fit you just need enthusiasm and a 

few ideas. The Ruskin PE Department always believe that a challenge and ideas will help, so we thought if 

people are going to be stuck at home for a period of time why not take on the challenge of seeing how fit 

you can get.  

The challenge is to see how many of the weekly challenges pupils and their families can complete. The 

weekly challenges will have some variety and also different levelled challenges. Don’t opt for ease and 

don’t break yourself trying to do too much, choose the distance/activity that will challenge you and you 

can still move afterwards! 

The running challenge is to be performed at the decision of parents/guardians as this does require pupils 

to go outside. As such pupils must always ask permission from a parent/guardian before going outside, and 

inform them of where you will be running, stick to paths and safe areas. I would also advise all to download 

an app called strava which will measure how far you have ran and tell you lots of useful information about 

your run. 

 

In addition Joe Wicks (youtube) is doing a fitness class each day with live stream at 0930am. This can be 

watched live on youtube or any time throughout the day. Just go to youtube.com and search Joe Wicks for 

his latest video each day. 

 

Priory Ruskin No School Week 1 Exercise Challenges  

Circuit Training Ses 1 Running Challenges Circuit Training Ses 2 

Do the following activities 
with a rep count up to 20, 
with a 30 second rest 
between stations. Repeat 
the circuit up to 5 times. 90 
seconds rest between sets. 

Remember to ask for 
permission if going out for 
run, be safe and stick to 
paths and safe spaces.  
Choose the distance or 
activity that best suits you. 
Try to progress this next 
week. 

Do the following activities 
with a rep count up to 20, 
with a 30 second rest 
between stations. Repeat 
the circuit up to 5 times. 90 
seconds rest between sets. 

 

1.5km run 

 

 

2.5 km run 

 



 

4 km run 

 

 

5km run 

 

 

7.5km 

 

 

10km 

 
 


